
AP Calculus 42S 2.4 RATES OF CHANGE AND TANGENT LINES
^

Average Rates of Change ^ ^^»' e <^ ^
Sketch f(x) = x2. Draw a secant line between 2 points.

Slope of secant= average rate of change, i.e. ^= ^^°^lL^2^%~
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Average rate of change = slope of secant at "a" = f_ ^
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Slope oftangent = instantaneous rate of change
Slope oftangent at "a" = ^'^ ^. (e^^) - -P^
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Tangent to a curve is found by limiting the value of the secant slope as interval h gets
smaller and smaller. ^ -C^»^-k^-~P^c\
The tangent line to the curve at P is the line through P with slope = 1'. 'J n ~~~ -T- -'
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The normal line to a curve at a point is the line perpendicular to the tangent at that point.
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Examples: (Continue in your notebook.) e^

Start Assignment: 2.4 p. 87 #1-9 odds
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Recall:

Slope ofd-t graph is velocity (or speed).
(Speed is always positive, but velocity is positive or negative because it

includes direction.)
Slope ofv-t graph is acceleration.

Speed = instantaneous rate of change of position with respect to time
\,^ ^ C-b^^'^(^
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Formulas for area and volume: See Appendix Al p. 577

Examples: (Continue in your notebook.) p. ^^ -^- sk^, ^
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Assignment: 2.4 p.87 #1-33 odds (leave out trig and log questions)




